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In this article, Z. Bavelloni presents the Alpa 320, the latest evolution in
the Alpa line, a range of NC centres for edging, engraving and bevelling.  
The new multi-function centre comes in an Alpa-4 version with a fourth
rotating C axis featuring continuous 360° rotation.  With the basic 
4-axis machine, the entire range of
typical glass processing is covered,
from straight and shaped
cuts by disc to shaped
engravings and
bevelling.

Z. BAVELLONI SpA
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In response to the remarkable suc-

cess of the Alpa 250, Bavelloni now
presents its Alpa 320.  This new model, in its 4-
axis version, is the ideal solution for small,
medium and large companies.  Thanks to the
fourth rotating C axis, specific equipment can
be set up, increasing the functions of the
machine.  The basic 4-axis machine and its
specific equipment is capable of carrying out
straight cuts by disc, shaped cuts by disc,
shaped engravings and bevels.

A worthwhile investment
The evolution is of spe-

cific interest to small com-
panies, who, with this
machine, are able to pro-
duce all sorts of process-
ing at the cost of a single
machine and specific equip-
ment.  Considering that the
investment is limited to this
equipment only, without the
need for additional
machines, the economic
benefit is doubtless.

This new generation Alpa
is an interesting investment
for medium-sized and large
businesses as well, as the
Alpa-4 substantially reduces

processing time and cost.  Moving a glass piece
from the edging machine to the engraving or bev-
elling machine is no longer necessary with the
Alpa-4, as all processes are carried out by the
same machine.  Idle time and hidden costs - which
are difficult to determine - are simply eliminated.

The basic Alpa-4 version is available in a sin-
gle piece to which fittings for any of the following
functions can be added: 
• straight cuts;
• shaped cuts;
• glossy shaped engravings;
• glossy cerium shaped bevellings.

The Alpa-4 C
Also available is a ver-

sion of the model which
includes fittings for both
engraving and bevelling.
This model, the Alpa-4 C,
was created in order to
simplify the buying
process.

SPECIFICATIONS
Based on the Alpa 250,

the new Alpa 320 model
features the same strong
points as its “younger
brother.”
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Precision cutting
Both feature an open-cut structure with a

mobile bridge which is moved by two engines
and double ball screws.  The exactness of the
movement thus acheived is already appreciat-
ed by all those customers who installed the
Alpa 250 model.  At present, the quality of the
pieces produced using this system has not been
surpassed.

Efficient loading
All loading and unloading is carried out

from the top, without the impediment of the bridge
making the working table more quickly and
easily accessible.

Versatile tools
The tool storing feature permits automatic con-

trol of as many as 20 different positions.  Sev-
eral tools can be assembled in each of the cone
positions, creating an easily understandable
operational capacity.

Flexibile fastening
The working table enables both mechani-

cal and vacuum fastening.  The vacuum fastening
ensures a swift and easy preparation of the
working station whereas the mechanical fastening
makes the working process very safe, even in
extreme conditions like milling,  where remark-
able forces may be applied to very thick pieces.
The mixed solution is an excellent tool the
operator can use at his will. 

Preset measurement
Featuring two presetters, both models are

also capable of measuring the tools’ radius and
length.  This operation checks the tools’ wear
and helps to avoid unpleasant mistakes.

THE HEART OF THE MACHINE
The Alpa 320 spindle has two main note-

worthy features: a 13 HP power with inside water
flow, and an electronic engine separated from
the downright spindle part.  The machine’s
great power is necessary for processing in
very extreme conditions, but the separation 
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of the electrical from the mechanical part 
makes it very simple to service, saving time 
and money.

MODIFICATIONS
Enlarged working table
The evolution of the Alpa 250 model to the

Alpa 320 has occurred through two principal
changes. The first regards the size of the work-
ing table and, therefore, the maximum size
of the piece to be processed. With the Alpa 320,
the piece may be as large as 3,220 x 2,520 mm
whereas the 250 model limits the piece size to
2,520 x 1,220 mm.

Rotating axis
The second change regards the full use

of the rotating C axis.  The clever design
of this axis - in continuous mode at
360° - combined with the creation of four
groups of specific set-ups and its size
makes the Alpa 320 the factotum of
glassworks.

THE FOUR SET-UPS
Straight cuts by disc
This set-up makes it possible to use

a head on which the disc for straight cuts
with any angle is placed.  The disc can
have a diameter of 150 to 200 mm. The
maximum thickness of the glass to be
cut is 35 mm with a 150 mm disc, and
55 mm with a 200 mm disc (values are
meant for a new disc).  This tool is
generally useful for straight cuts for
rough cutting and/or sectioning of lay-
ered glass, and it is an excellent alter-
native to classic milling, which may
be somewhat limited when the amount
of plastic films and their thickness are
important.  Plastic, in fact, tends to
overheat the tool, making it lose its
cutting capability. 

Shaped cuts by disc
This set-up makes it possible to use

a tilted head on a convex disc for shaped
cuts. The disc can have a maximum
diameter of 180 mm and the maximum
thickness of the piece to be processed
is 45 mm with a 180 mm disc (values are

meant for new disc). This set-up is generally
used for shaped cuts such as the inner holes of
bathroom counter-tops or the outer shaping of
pieces. It is a further alternative to milling as
the cost of cutting by disc is 5 to 10 times less
than that of milling. Moreover, the section of
the material removed by the miller is 5 to 10
times bigger than the section removed by disc.
Disc cutting speed is also equal to or higher than
that of milling, and it should be noted that
disc cutting (the opposite of milling) does not
apply much force to the piece and therefore
stresses the mechanical members less, pro-
longing their lives.
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Glossy shaped engraving
This equipment makes it

possible to use special heads
with polishing diamond tools
to carry out shaped and straight
engravings up to a width of
12 mm, typically used on clear
glass and mirrors. 

This set-up makes it pos-
sible to engrave and work on
the profile of a piece simulta-
neously, saving running
expenses and time.

An enlightening example
It is possible to see the difference of time and

cost between producing a piece on a tradi-
tional machine and processing it entirely on an
Alpa machine.  If one were to process an ellip-
tical mirror measuring 600 x 400 x 4 mm with
a round glossy edge and a 6 mm V-shaped
engraving along its perimeter, assuming the pro-
cessing time for both machines is the same, the
difference would be as shown on the left.

Glossy cerium shaped bevelling
This set-up makes it possible to use special

heads on which polishing diamond tools for
glossy cerium shaped bevellings are placed.  This

equipment is typically
used on clear glass and
mirrors as well.  Once
again, it offers the pos-
sibility to bevel while
working on the profile
of the piece, saving both
running costs and time.
As far as the mixed pro-
cessing of bevelling
and edging is con-
cerned, the Alpa line
offers substantial sav-
ings in time and money
- in this case as much as
50 per cent.

CONCLUSION
One feature which

cannot be quantified by
numbers is flexibility.  Alpa’s almost immediate
transformation from one configuration to
another enables companies of all sizes to cope
with the sudden changes of today’s market
with serenity.

Z. BAVELLONI - ITALY

TRADITIONAL SYSTEM ALPA

Edging Time in seconds Edging Time in seconds

PIECE LOADING 15 PIECE LOADING 15

PROCESSING 80 PROCESSING 80

UNLOADING 15

WASHING 180

Engraving Engraving

PIECE LOADING 25

PROCESSING 238 PROCESSING 238

UNLOADING 15 UNLOADING 15

WASHING 180 WASHING 180

TOTAL 748 TOTAL 528
12 min 28 sec 8 min 48 sec

Difference -42 per cent

The tables shows that in the case of mixed processing (edging and
engraving) much time is saved.  Considering the initial investment, the
money saved can be as much as 50 per cent.
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